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CAPE SAAACA 
P O Box 2567, BELLVILLE, 7535, South Africa 

602 Block B, BSE Centre, 89 Voortrekker Rd, Bellville, 7530 

Telephone: (021) 9461712   Facsimile: (021) 949 0045 

capesaaaca@sfa.co.za – www.sfa.co.za 
 

 

OCTOBER & NOVEMBER 2010 NEWSLETTERS 
 

UPCOMING NOVEMBER TALKS: 
 
Our apologies for the cancellation of the October at such short notice due to the NSADF notifying 
us only that week that they themselves would be using the premises and that it would not be 
available during the 2010 Military Tattoo. 
 
Our next talk at 19H00 on Thursday the 25th of November 2010 at the Officers Mess of the 
Cape Town Highlanders Regt inside the Castle of Good Hope will be... 
 

SHOW AND TELL 
 
The following talk will be at 19H00 on the 27th of January 2011 at the Officers Mess of 
the Cape Town Highlanders Regt inside the Castle of Good Hope.  (What happened to this year?) 

 

 
CHAIRMAN: 
 

2010 AGM: 
 
In the previous Newsletter we stated that our AGM was being planned for the 20th of 
November.  Due to practical issues we had to postpone the date and notified you through 
an interim email. 
 
Formal notice to follow by post with supporting reports.  
 
The 2010 AGM will be held at the Ysterplaat Airforce Museum at 10H00 on Sat the 4th 
of December 2010. 
 

SAPS CFR News: 
 
Following the minister of police, Min Mthethwa’s press release; 
 
Refer our web site for full press release. 
 
This follows the evaluation report from the Secretariat of Police submitted by Ms Jenny Irish Quobosheane. 
 
Few expected anything constructive to emerge from this given the traditional white wash we were used to.  It 
is therefore with some apprehension that we read this press release which candidly recognised the problems 
and incompetence at the SAPS CFR.  The Minister ordered the CFR to resolve all outstanding license 
applications within 9 months. 
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Again one would be forgiven for thinking that the report and press release would not amount to anything more 
than lip service, BUT we were informed that some drastic changes has started beginning with  
 
Rumours abound that Brig Jaco Bothma and 7 of his Colonels has been transferred but that he has appealed 
to his transfer.   
 
We remain in close contact with the Western Cape CFR Offices and through our umbrella body NAACCSA, 
and will keep you informed of events as it unfolds and how it affects Private Collectors. 
 
On the positive side we can report that we have been noticing an increase in licenses being approved. 
 
In this regard I intend scheduling regular further meetings with the Director of the WC CFR and his team to 
establish sound future cooperation and constructive meetings to ensure (i) constant monitoring of all pending 
Private Collector license applications, and (ii) conduit to reach mutual acceptable solutions to possible 
problems.  We also intend extending a helping hand to support the weakest link in this chain, the local DFO’s.  
Many critical issues abound here that I will discuss fully in my 2010 Chairman’s report at the AGM.    
 

2010 NAACCSA AGM: 
 
Given the developments, this was a very valuable meeting of all the accredited firearm and ammunition 
collector associations. 
 
It consisted of three sessions, (i) Association annual reports, (ii) Workshop on formats and requirements 
regarding new license applications of Private Collectors and Collectability Applications and finally (iii) The 
NAACCSA AGM.    
 
Emphasis was placed on ensuring that the critical values and attributes were properly evaluated by Mem. 
Comm’s of all associations to ensure that applicants were bona fide collectors with valid Fields of Interests to 
ensure that a due diligent approval were granted as Categorised Private Collector AND that each firearm 
included in the FoI were fit and collectible in terms of the stated mandate as stated by the defined field of 
interest.  This responsibility should not be taken lightly as it was found that weak applications only resulted in 
the SAPS CFR refusing the license application as “insufficiently motivated”.   
 
Much time was allocated to NAACCSA’s role in promoting its members’ interest within the current legal actions 
and to address bottlenecks at the SAPS CFR.  Various requests were noted and it was decided to host 
periodic teleconferences as matters evolve. In turn CAPE SAAACA will keep its members informed as well. 
 

Website Network Business Link for Members: 
 

WANT TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESSWANT TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESSWANT TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESSWANT TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS    WHETHER FULL TIME OR PART TIMEWHETHER FULL TIME OR PART TIMEWHETHER FULL TIME OR PART TIMEWHETHER FULL TIME OR PART TIME????    

    

LOOKING FOR A RLOOKING FOR A RLOOKING FOR A RLOOKING FOR A RELIABLE SERVICE PROVIDER OR PRODUCT?ELIABLE SERVICE PROVIDER OR PRODUCT?ELIABLE SERVICE PROVIDER OR PRODUCT?ELIABLE SERVICE PROVIDER OR PRODUCT?    

    

WHY WHY WHY WHY NOT MAKE USE OF EACH OTHERS’NOT MAKE USE OF EACH OTHERS’NOT MAKE USE OF EACH OTHERS’NOT MAKE USE OF EACH OTHERS’    SERVICES AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER?SERVICES AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER?SERVICES AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER?SERVICES AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER?    

 
Another free added value and exciting initiative limited to only our paid up members to publish their business 
interests/services/products on our “blue pages” on our web site in order to promote YOUR interest on another 
level in trying times.    Minimum selection criteria (Ensuring that it is legal and morally acceptable) will apply 
and in worst case scenarios listings can be removed if substantiated complaints validated such an action. 
 

Application form soon to be available on our web site or from the Chairman at our Offices. 
 
 

 
 

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE: 
 

We are pleased that we continuously are receiving calls from members’ whose licences are coming through at 

an increased rate with to date unprecedented success rate of 100% amongst our members!  
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Members are also reminded NOT to submit any formal membership documents at any of our events, but to 

post it to our postal address by registered mail or alternative submit it in person to our Offices in Bellville.  It is 

imperative that we keep proper control over such important and confidential legal documents. 

 

NOTICE: 

 

In order to ensure no come backs half way through a SAP firearm license application due to incomplete 

documentation being submitted, we created an Application Check List which members must submit with their 

license applications which the SAP DFO must please stamp and sign.  Keep this document on record to allow 

you to proof proper and full compliance should the SAP refuse your application on the grounds of incomplete 

supporting documentation.  This appears as the biggest single case with “Insufficient Motivation” refusals. 

 

This form is available from the Office should you require a copy. 

 

REMINDER: 

To license a firearm as a collector, one has to be a Categorised Private Collector AND attach the following 

documentation to each SAP 271 license application; 

Attachments to accompany SAP 571e/271 applications; 

 
1. CAPE SAAACA COVERING LETTER TO BE STAMPED BY THE RECEIVING SAPS DFO. 
2. ORIGINAL CONFIRMATION LETTER OF APPROVED/STAMPED/SIGNED CATEGORY STATUS AND FIELD OF INTEREST 

CERTIFIED AFFIDAVIT. 
3. ORIGINAL STAMPED/SIGNED/DATED APPROVED MOTIVATION LETTER OF THE FOI. 
4. ORIGINAL STAMPED/SIGNED/DATED APPROVED FIELD OF INTEREST SCHEDULE (FOI). 
5. CERTIFIED COPY OF CURRENT MEMBERSHIP CARD REFLECTING “GOOD STANDING” AND EXPIRY DATE. 
 
In event of adding further firearms to an already approved Field of Interest add the following as well; 
 
6. ORIGINAL COLLECTIBILITY CERTIFICATION SWORN AFFIDAVIT DECLARING THE FIREARM FIT AND COLLECTIBLE IN 

TERMS OF THE DEFINED FIELD OF INTEREST 
7. AMENDED STAMPED/SIGNED/DATED MOTIVATION OF THE FOI. 
8. AMENDED STAMPED/SIGNED/DATED FIELD OF INTEREST SCHEDULE. 
 
In the latter case you would omit items 3 & 4 above as items 7 & 8 replace it. 
 

Without these documents one cannot apply for a firearm license as a private collector. 

 

If you have any queries, contact the Membership Convenor, Robert Nothhaft, at roronoma@telkomsa.net. 

 

Refer our web site www.capesaaaca.co.za for SAPS CFR related forms or go directly to; 
http://www.saps.gov.za/crime_prevention/firearms/formseng.htm 

 

 
 

WEB SITE: 
 

www.capesaaaca.co.za 
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Download application forms, refer to popular links, keep abreast of affairs as it unfolds, etc. 
 
Part of our web site is to keep you informed of all CAPE SAAACA EVENTS and other related 
interest group activities.  Members are reminded to submit information on any related activities and 
or events to be included on our web site calendar.  Invite all those other clubs and associations with 
complementing interests to post their events for free to promote it as a site where everyone can go 
to see on one site what’s on when.  Contact the webmaster at: webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za 
 
To help YOU promote your own collection, we are going to create a “FINDERS CORNER” where 
everyone can post notices of such items they are still looking for.  Mail a list with your direct contact 
details of what you are looking for to the Chairman. 
 

The “MEMBERSHIP FORUM” is the space to post interesting subject topics or post questions on 
research matters you might be looking for some advice.  Submit such information to 
web@capesaaaca.co.za or forward to the Chairman. 
 
Our web site also offers an opportunity for anybody to advertise for free any firearm or general 
militaria or historical artefacts they wish to sell.  See “TRADERS CORNER”.   Visit our web site to 
view some excellent bargains!  Contact our webmaster with the necessary information, a digital 
picture in Jpeg format and price and contact details.  webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za 
 
We suggest you refer anyone who decided to get rid of their firearms to place a free add on 
our web site and or to contact Andrew to have it put on auction rather than hand it in to the 
SAPS for destruction. 
 
MEMBER BUSINESS NETWORK: 
 
Limited only to Members in good standing and paid up.   
 
List your full time or part time business activity for free on this site.  Application forms available from the 
Office. 
 
This will allow us to support each other in more ways than collecting! 
 

ACCREDITED DEALERS: 
 

Visit our web site to support our accredited dealers. 
 
CITY GUNS: www.cityguns.co.za ; info@cityguns.co.za ; 021 424 9030 
 
CLASSIC ARMS: www.classicarms.co.za ; andrew@classicarms.co.za ; 013 656 2923 

AUCTION 31 October 2009 – visit web site 

 
SUBURBAN GUNS Plumstead:  Charles Montgomery.  www.suburbanguns.co.za ; 021 797 8787 
 
PAROW ARMS & AMMO:  www.parowarms.co.za ; Joe Da Silva at parowarms@mweb.co.za ; 
021 939 8835 
 
ELCAPRISCO ARMS & AMMO: Herbie Johnson & Henk Mulder at sales@elcaprisco.co.za or 
www.elcaprisco.co.za 
 
CFW: Specialist dehumidifiers at affordable prices. Visit www.cfw.co.za or contact Ralph at 
Ralph@cfw.co.za ; 021 931 3165 

 
ZIMBI BOOKS: www.zimbibooks.com  with a 5% discount to Cape SAAACA members, quote membership number. 
 
THE MILITARY BOOKSHOP:  Johan van den Berg at warbooks@mweb.co.za with a 10% discount ditto 

above 
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The “DEALERS MARKET” on our web allows Dealers to offer various items for sale to Collectors.  
More later, but let it suffice that we have to do everything we can to promote networking on all 
levels to ensure the big picture survival of all role players to allow us a place in the sun to pursue 
our interest as Private Collectors.   
 

 

 

CAPE SAAACA SHOOTING DISCIPLINES: 
 
While we as collectors learn a lot from historical records about our collections, shooting them 
teaches us what was possible and how they performed.  That certainly opens new insights around 
our interest fields.   
 

Although past attendance established that current interest were more on fun shoots, we hope to 
attract enough attention in the various categories to eventually facilitate formal historical shoots and 
possible competitions. 

 

COME AND TRY YOUR HAND WITH THAT CHERISHED PIECE IN YOUR SAFE THAT LONGS TO HEAR 
ITSELF ONCE AGAIN COME ALIVE FOR WHAT IT WAS MANUFACTURED FOR, AND TO SHARE IT AT 
A SHOW AND TELL MEETING WITH FELLOW COLLECTORS! 

 

FUTURE SHOOTS: 
 
DATES:  The 4

th
 of December 2010 shooting event has been cancelled due to the AGM. 

 

   Saturday the 8
th

 of January 2011 
      

TIME:   09H30 for 10H00. 

VENUE: Range 1 (Handgun Range) NSADF Range at ATLANTIS off the R307 highway. 

RANGE OFFICERS: Graeme Smith RO in charge   

Francois du Toit (Safety) 

COSTS: R20,00 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

Participants are warned to ensure that they read the posted Range Rules and Indemnity Notice at each shoot 

and to adhere carefully not to endanger themselves or their fellow shots. 

 

Shoots at Atlantis can unfortunately only be booked quarterly in advance and you will be advised 

of the next quarter’s dates in our next newsletter and it will also be posted our web site calendar.  

 

Report from the Range Officer:  Graeme Smith – graemesmith@mtnloaded.co.za 

 

 Our last shoot: 

We had a great shoot this month and we are ecstatic how the collector’s shoot have grown this year.  

 

Between the shooting, firearm-talk is always the order of the day, as well as a short show-and-tell. 
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Gunner Heiberg brought out his magnificent Euro Arms reproduction of the Whitworth rifle in .451 

caliber.  

 

    

 

The Whitworth rifle was a single-shot muzzle-loaded rifle designed by Sir Joseph Whitworth, a 

prominent British engineer and entrepreneur. It sported a twisted hexagonal barrel instead of a 

traditional round rifled barrel. The hexagonal shape of the barrel and bullet meant that the projectile 

did not have to bite into grooves as was done with conventional rifling. Whitworth also engineered 

the barrel with a 1 in 20 twist, quite a bit tighter than the typical 1 in 30–32 of rifles of that day. The 

extra spin further stabilized the bullet in flight. While the barrel design of the Whitworth rifle was 

fairly unique, the rest of the rifle was similar to other rifles and rifle-muskets used at the time. Trials 

were held in 1857 to compare Whitworth's design against the Enfield. The Whitworth rifle 

outperformed the Enfield at a rate of about three to one in the trials, which tested the accuracy and 

range of both weapons. What an experience to witness it being loaded and fired. Thanks Gunner for 

the demonstration.  

 

Terry Reinders brought out another pair of lovely .22’s from his .22 collection. This time he brought 

a Ruger 77/22 All-Weather bolt-action rifle with a removable rotary magazine which allows the 

magazine to fit flush with the bottom of the synthetic stock.  

 

He also brought a Marlin 39AS Original Golden, Lever Action rifle. Remarkably, it can be 

disassembled in seconds with only a coin. Thanks to Micro-Groove rifling, a special process that 

produces less bullet distortion and a better gas seal, this rifle punches tiny groups most other 22s 

can’t touch. The stock is crafted of genuine American black walnut and adorned with fine cut 

checkering. It has a rebounding hammer and a hammer-block safety. 

 

 

Thanks to Terry for letting me and others shoot with them. They are awesome .22 rifles. 

 

Thanks again to Paul Brown for always allowing fellow shooters to shoot with his wonderful M1 

Carbine. That M1 must start to feel like the town-bicycle.   
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So for this month’s shoot I can say that muzzle loaders, lever-action rifles, bolt-action rifles, semi-

auto’s and handguns were again the order of the day.  

  

Bring your firearms, your family and some friends and neighbours along. What’s the use of 

collecting firearms if you cannot shoot it, or at least show it or share it with other shooters or even 

non-shooters.   

 

About our shoots: 

Every Cape SAAACA shoot is a casual and open, shoot-what-you-bring day, until further notice.  

 

If you feel that you want to shoot that nice collectors piece to get the cobwebs out of it, please feel 

free to contact us through our web-site www.capesaaaca.co.za or just pop in at Range 1, in Atlantis, 

normally every 1st Saturday of every month.  

 

IT’S FUN AND IT SMELLS OF CORDITE! 
 

 

 

 

Notes on the monthly talks held on the 30th of September 2010 at the CTH mess at the 

Castle:  (Where possible members submitted their own notes on the topics displayed) 

 

 34 Members and guests eagerly 

attended the Chairman’s much 

anticipated prepared power-point 

presentation on bayonets used in 

South Africa. Many of the 

members brought bayonets and 

other related items from their own 

collection as well – with the result 

that 34 bayonets of all types 

covering almost the whole 

spectrum of South African used 

bayonets were displayed – 

probably a unique event in the 

country. 
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The bayonets were arranged and displayed from the earliest period to the latest 

issued and members were eagerly seen drooling and milling about. 

 

 
 
The Chairman started the event by welcoming and thanking the members for their eager 

participation. Visitor Kobus Fourie who came all the way from Laingsburg were welcomed and 

asked to do the usual introduction of himself. Kobus related that his main interest were mainly 

in WW2 firearms, ranging from the usual to 37mm calibre weapons. 

 

The Chairman then started 

his power-point show and 

encouraged members to 

freely participate with 

comments etc. as he went 

along.  

 

John Lamont proved his 

expertise on the subject and 

a very interesting 

presentation with John 

explaining additional 

information on specific 

pieces.  
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BAYONETS USED IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: 

By Stephan Fourie with acknowledgements to various Wikipedia 

authors and from the collections of S.Fourie, J Lamont and J Fourie. 

 

Types of bayonets used: 

 
1. Sword bayonets 

2. Knife Bayonets 

3. Spike bayonets 

4. Socket Blade bayonets 

 

Historical Time Line: 

 
1. Colonial Period 1795 – 1961 

2. Republican period 1961 – 2000 

 

 

 

1787 SWORD BAYONET: 

Early sword bayonets, such as this British Pattern 1801 sword bayonet pictured above, very 

much looked as if they could serve either purpose. However, the bayonet is a thrusting weapon, 

while the sword is a slashing weapon. The vision of dual-purpose use never panned out in 

practice. By the mid-1800s, sword bayonets had evolved into implements solely intended for 

use as bayonets.  Such types might have been used by the first British occupation of the Cape in 

1795. 

 

1840> YATAGHAN SWORD BAYONET: 

The Yataghan is a Turkish sword design whose blade has a graceful double-bend that adds 

strength and rigidity, while keeping the grip and point in direct alignment for maximum 
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thrusting efficiency. This was a hugely influential innovation that would become the dominant 

sword bayonet blade style used for the remainder of the 19th Century such as the British P1856 

Enfield Art bayonet bushed in 1870 to fit the Martini Henry rifles.  Below that is the Pat 1876 

Martini Henry Socket bayonet. 

 

Pat 1860 Sword bayonet for the Martini Henry Rifle 

 

Pat 1871 Martini Henry Elcho Sawback Bayonet: 

Sawback bayonets began a brief popularity in the period following the U.S. Civil War. 

Introduction of the Minnie Ball spelled the end of Napoleonic tactics, by making it suicidal for 

infantry to line up on an open battlefield. The result was the emergence of trench warfare. This 

change and the invention of barbed-wire in the 1870s, influenced adoption of the sawback 
bayonet.  

Sawback bayonets were never intended for general issue nor were they intended to produce 

more devastating wounds than standard bayonets. Their purpose was solely utilitarian, although 

they were later issued to non-commissioned officers as a status symbol.  Adding sawteeth to the 

bayonet blade spine provided troops who had a need to clear barbed-wire obstacles or 

vegetation, with a dual purpose tool 

Although Britain and other countries flirted with the sawback bayonet, Germany and Switzerland 

made the most extensive use of them. Germany issued sawback bayonets extensively during 
WWI. 

This leaf shaped sawback bayonet had two trials types, the 1st being slightly large than the 

second, the approved version had a more beaked pommel and were all bar on barrel models 

although bar on band models were also produced. To confuse matters further volunteer versions 

of this blade were also made. And as this is a rare and interesting blade copies are very 

common, any blade marked with the Alex Coppell A scales C mark is a fake as they did not 
make the weapon, although some German made blades were produced. 
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A1887 SWORD BAYONET 

After several trials bayonets in 1886 were evaluated with the production model the 1887 Mk I went into 

service, this is an 18” straight bladed bayonet with a long false edge on the back.  

  

Mk I’s were conversions of the 2
nd

 model 1886 trail bayonet with some modifications.   

The Mk II was new production bayonets with a coil spring in the pommel instead of the external leaf spring. 

The Mk III was produced without the blade fullers of the earlier two marks. 

The Mk IV, another conversion of the 1886 trail bayonet with slight differences, also new made versions. 

 

SOCKET BAYONETS: 

 

 

 

Pattern 1853 Enfield Rifle-Musket 

 

 

 

 

Pattern M1895 Martini Enfield 303 Rifle 

 

Essentially altered Pattern 1876 bayonets originally made for the .577 450 Martini Henry rifle 
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KNIFE BAYONETS: 

 

 

Pattern 1888  

 

Knife bayonet with an 11.875” blade for use with the .303 M1888 Lee Metford and Long Lee-Enfield rifles. And 

manufactured RSAF Enfield.  

 

SWORD BAYONETS: 

 

Pattern 1903 Bayonet 

 
This bayonet is basically a redesigned Pattern 1888 used on "Long Lee" rifles.   The blade is a 12" non-
fullered type, but the grip and pommel where changed to accept the nose cap mounting.  There was a large 
number of Pattern 1888 converted to the P-1903 configuration by fitting them with the new pommels and grips.  

 
 

 
 

Pattern 1907 Bayonet (Hooked Quillion) 
 

Following the introduction of the SMLE rifle, the War Department decided to introduce a bayonet that was 5" longer than 

the P-1903, in order to give it the reach of the long Lee's.  They also decided at this time to include a hook on the quillion 

(hilt), the thinking being that if a rifleman engaged the enemy in a fencing duel they could hook the opponent’s blade and 

snap the enemy’s blade by twisting his own rifle.  The blade is 17" with a fuller on either side.  This pattern remained in 

service until shortly before the Great War and was made in England, Australia and India.  NOTE this bayonet tends to be 

relatively scarce and many fakes are on the market.  
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SWORD BAYONETS: 
 

 
Pattern 1907 Bayonet (Bayonet No. 1 Mk I) 

 
After the hooked quillion was done away with in 1913, many of the earlier style bayonets were converted to 
this style by grinding off the hook.  Further changes were made in 1916 when a 3/16" hole through the pommel 
was added, to serve as a clean out for the bayonet lug track in the pommel.  In 1926 the bayonets 
nomenclature was changed from the P-1907 to "Bayonet No 1 Mk I".  This bayonet remained in service well 
into WWII.  A collector will usually encounter some variations in this pattern (pommel & grip sizes and shapes 
and fullered and non-fullered blades) depending on the period of production and its manufacturer.  
 
 

 
Pattern 1913 Sword-Bayonet 

 
This bayonet was designed for the Pattern 1914 rifles.  There is some differences of opinion as to if this rifle is 
an Enfield or not.  I included it here because it shoots a .303 and it is usually referred to as an Enfield.  The P-
1913 is almost identical to the P-1907 bayonet, the only real difference being the crosspiece of the P-1913 is 
3.05" long while the P-1907's is only 2.57" long.  The muzzle ring is also only 0.61" as opposed to the P1907's 
which is 0.65".  To easily tell these two bayonets apart the grips of the P-1913 have two deep grooves cut in 
them to allow this bayonet to be identified quickly even in the dark.  

 

 
No. 5 Mk 1 Bayonet 
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Production of this bayonet for the Number 5 rifle began in late 1943, with official approval beginning in 
September 1944.  The models made in 1943 and possibly very early 1944 will have only one screw in the hilt 
these are very rare, however and are likely to not be encountered.  The number 5 bayonet is very similar in 
design to the No 1 Mk VI* India Pattern Bayonet.  Its blade is fullered and measures 8" with a bowie style knife 
point, and 4" pommel with wooden grips.  The hilt contains a large muzzle ring that fits over the flash 
eliminator on the No 5 rifle.  

 
INDIA PATTERN BAYONETS: 
 
India like most of the other commonwealth countries produced and used the P-1907.  India did so until WWII 
and after the rapid fall of Burma and Malaysia, where they learned some valuable lessons.  The main lesson 
was that long bayonets were not always useful especially in the confines of jungle fighting.  

 

 

 
No. 1 Mk I*(India Pattern) 

 
This is simply a P-1907 that has been cut down from 436mm to 303mm.  It was believed to be easier to 
handle.  The scabbards were also shortened to accommodate the new length.  

 

 

 
No. 1 Mk II / No. 1 Mk II* (India Pattern) 

 
This is similar in size and shape to the No 1 Mk I* but is manufactured to those dimensions and lacks the fuller 
of the MkI*.  The difference between the Mk II and Mk II* is that the latter has a false edge and these are more 
likely to been encountered as this modification was made to most of the Mk II in stock.  

 
 

 

 
No. 1 Mk III / No. 1 Mk III* (India Pattern) 
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This is similar in size and shape to the No 1 Mk I* but is manufactured to those dimensions and lacks the fuller 
of the MkI*, and also possesses a square pommel and grip.  The difference between the Mk III and Mk III* is 
that the latter has a false edge and these are more likely to been encountered as this modification was made 
to most of the Mk II in stock.  

 
 
?? 
No picture available.   

 
No. 1 Mk VI* (India Pattern) 

 
These were the last of the bayonets designed for the SMLE rifle.  It has an 8" unfullered blade with a bowie 
style knife point.  It should be noted that the No 5 bayonet was based on this design and is sometimes 
mistaken for a No 5 bayonet.  
 

 

SPIKE BAYONETS: 

The No. 4 spike bayonet was the result of a 20 year series of studies, experiments, and troop trials seeking to 
find a lighter, handier substitute for the venerable Pattern 1907 bayonet. As interest in replacing the No. I Mk. 
III rifle also began to take hold, different mounting systems were tried. These included a number of folding 
bayonets intended to remain fixed to the rifle. Although some knife bayonet designs were considered, most 
types submitted utilized a cruciform blade. Although touted as having many advantages over the Pattern 1907, 
the No. 4 Mk. I bayonet was a throwback. With the exception of Russia, socket bayonets had long gone out of 
fashion in modern armies.  

Approved in November 1939, along with the Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk. I rifle, the No. 4 Mk. I bayonet was short, 
light, sturdy, and unappealing. Since the Government arms factories were already running at capacity 
producing rifles and machine guns, private contracts were let for bayonet production. Because of its great 
simplicity, the government was able to let contracts to firms not previously associated with arms production. 
During the war, the No. 4 bayonet evolved (or devolved), with each generation becoming more crude and 
cheaper to manufacture.  

During the Second World War, the British government curtailed the use of commercial trademarks to make it 
more difficult for the Germans to locate (and bomb) factories producing war materiel. The Government 
assigned each manufacturer a Dispersal Code to use in lieu of their trademark. Dispersal Codes begin with a 
letter denoting the general location (N=north, M=middle, and S= south), followed by up to three digits. 
Manufacturers in North America did not use Dispersal Codes. 

 
SPIKE BAYONETS: 

 

 
No 4 MK I 

 
It has a distinct cruciform blade and the bayonet and socket was one solid forging.  Only about 75000 were 
manufactured between 1941 and 1942. 
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No 4 MK II 

 
This was a simplified version of the MK I, eliminating the milling cuts required to create the cruciform blade 
flutes.  It was otherwise identical.  Three firms produced these, SINGER in Scotland, Savage Stevens Co in 
the USA and Long Branch in Canada.  The No 4 MK II was by far the most variants with over 3.3 million units 
produced. 

 

 
 

No 4 MK II* 

 
This was a further simplified version with the socket and blade being two separate forgings which lowered the 
cost and allowed sub contracting.  Four UK firms produced these, Prince-Smith & Stells, Howard & Bullough, 
Lewisharn Engineering and the Baird manufacturing Co.  Over 1.4 million were produced between 1942 and 
1945. 

 

 
No 4 MK III 

 
This was the final and by far the crudest version of the No 4 spike bayonet simply welded together  seven 
sheet metal steel stampings, eliminating any forging process altogether.  196200 units were produced by 
Joseph Lucas Ltd. Birmingham.  It was declared obsolete by 1946. 
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The No 9 Bayonet: 

The No. 9 Mk. I bayonet was the culmination of a post-war desire to replace the No. 4 spike 

bayonet. The first attempt to do so resulted in the innovative No. 7 Mk. I/L bayonet. With the 

War Department's decision not to issue the No. 7 Mk. I/L bayonet with the .303 calibre Lee-

Enfield No. 4 rifle, there remained a strong desire to replace the No. 4 spike bayonet. The No. 9 

Mk. I was a much simpler, utilitarian affair, with a sturdy socket pinned to the clip-point blade 

design of the No. 5 Mk. I bayonet. Because the No. 9 Mk. I blade was closely patterned on the 

No. 5 Mk. I bayonet, the No. 5 scabbard was retained for use with the No. 9 Mk. I bayonet. 

Production commenced in 1947, even before the No. 9 Mk. I was officially approved. (They 

couldn't off the No. 4 Spike soon enough!). Indigenous versions of the No. 9 bayonet were also 
produced in Pakistan and South Africa.  

 

Approximately 200,000 No. 9 Mk. I bayonets were produced at the Royal Ordinance Factory, 

Poole, from 1947-1949. The Poole bayonets are the earliest documented production of the No. 9 

Mk. I bayonet. Poole's maker mark is a letter "P" inside a circle, followed by the year of 

manufacture. The example pictured was made at ROF Poole in 1949. 

 
No 9 Bayonet: 

 

Britain—Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield 

Production was transferred to the Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield in 1949. 366,902 No. 9 Mk. 

I bayonets were made at RSAF Enfield between 1949-1956, with an additional 10,000 produced 

in 1962. The Enfield maker mark is a superimposed "ED", followed by a two-digit year of 
manufacture. The bayonet pictured below was made at RSAF Enfield in 1954. 

The "PF" serialized No. 9 Mk. I bayonets were packed with post-war Lee-Enfield No. 4 rifles 

produced at the ROF Fazakerly for export to foreign countries. The PF number corresponds to 

the rifle's serial number. This example's serial number is part of the Irish Contract for No. 4 Mk. 
II rifles that was never delivered. 
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In addition to ROF Poole and RSAF Enfield, three private firms are believed to have 

manufactured small quantities of the No. 9 Mk. I bayonet. The bayonets are marked on the 

ledge, with the maker's dispersal code and the broad arrow. Some have a single letter on the 

blade, near the socket join (viewer's mark?). The makers are believed to be G. Buggins & Co. 

Ltd. of Redditch, Francis & Barnett Ltd. of Coventry & Byfords Ltd. of West Bromwich.  Little is 
known of these productions as dispersal codes were used. 

No 9 SA Bayonet. 

 

No 9 MK I SA 

The South African No. 9 blade profile differs significantly from the British No. 9 Mk. I bayonet. 

This is a No. 9 bayonet made by Armaments Corporation of South Africa (ARMSCOR), Lyttelton 

Engineering Works, in Pretoria. ARMSCOR is the State-owned arms manufacturer in South 

Africa. According to Skennerton, the bayonets were made up in the 1960's using blades 

salvaged from FN-made Uzi submachine gun bayonets (known in South Africa as the S1 

bayonet). However, it has not been conclusively documented whether old S1 blades were 
actually used or whether the S1 blade was just copied. 

The British No. 5 Mk. I scabbard would not work with the South African No. 9 blade, so other 
scabbards were substituted. There was no dedicated South African No. 9 scabbard. 

FN FAL / R1 BAYONET: 

 

 

Socket bayonet introduced in the 1960s for the 7.62 NATO calibre R1 (FN-FAL) assault rifle.  
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The South African "M" inside a "U" property mark represents "Union (of South Africa) Military." 

This example has the later 3rd type scabbard with a nylon body and steel throat piece shaped to accept either 
the R1 or S.A. No. 9 bayonet. 

KNIFE BAYONET FOR THE 9mm UZI SMG: 

 

 

Initially, bayonets were purchased from Fabrique Nationale (FN) in Belgium. Later, they were manufactured in 
South Africa. 

 

 
R4 PROTO TYPE BAYONET 
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AK 47 Bayonets 

 

SKS Rifle Bayonets 
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M44 Bolt Action Moisin Nagant Bayonet 

At the end of the almost 2 ½ hour presentation and discussions the chairman remarked that there are from 
what followed from the talks, so many variations of bayonets manufactured, each with his own unique history, 
that clearly not enough has been written on it. Inspired by the eager attendance and participation of the 
members during the course of the evening, he stated that the research that he has done so far on South 
African bayonets is as far as he is concerned only the start of something that can lead to bigger things, 
possibly the publication of a book on the subject published by Cape SAAACA. He once again thanked the 
members and visitors for their participation and then the usual discussions etc. continued around the table 
while others drifted towards the bar area…  and back again! 

The Chairman with a specimen of a bayonet training rifle brought by one of the 

members. 

 
Undoubtedly a compilation of one of the most comprehensive displays of bayonets used in the Southern 
Africa context put on display from the collections of by Stephan Fourie, John Lamont and Kobus Fourie (the 
latter all the way from Laingsburg!) 
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TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP: 
 
1. Ordinary Member (Firearm Collector)    R450,00 p/a 
2. Fellow Member (Non Firearm Collector/Enthusiast)  R250,00 p/a 
3. Student Membership      R100,00 p/a 
 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORMS ON WEB SITE:  www.capesaaaca.co.za 
 
FEES PAYABLE: 
 
Joining fee        R150.00 
Annual subs for Private Collectors (Firearms only)   R450.00 
Categorisation and fee per Field of Interest application/review. R250.00 
Subsequent Collectibility applications    R100.00 
Annual subs for all other secretariat collector categories  R250.00 
Student membership subs      R100.00 
Associated Dealers subs      R500,00 
 

APPLICATION FORMS ON OUR WEB SITE: 
 

WWW.CAPESAAACA.CO.ZA 

Greetings, 

Stephan Fourie 
Chairman 

CAPE SAAACA 

PO Box 2567, Bellville, 7535 

602 Block B, BSE Center, 89 Voortrekker Rd, Bellville  

Ph: 021-946-1712   Fax: 021-949-0045 

capesaaaca@sfa.co.za  

www.capesaaaca.co.za 

 

 

"The home of the discerning Private Collector" 


